THE INTERIOR LED LIGHTING Collection
LSI indoor LED fixtures provide warm, natural light for any environment.

LED solutions for every application
Whether you’re illuminating an office space, classroom, warehouse, restaurant, retail store or serve the quick ship stock and flow markets, LSI offers indoor LED solutions to effectively light the entire space for optimum “see-ability” and visual comfort. Choose from a variety of sizes, lumen packages and mounting options that best suit your application.
DESIGNED for purpose

LSI creates LED lighting solutions that deliver optimum illumination for your application. We strategically design our fixtures’ optics from the ground up – meaning we don’t simply replace existing fluorescent lamps with LEDs. The entire fixture, from the housing to LED chip selection to the overall optics package, is thoughtfully designed to deliver the best efficacy, lumens per watt and energy efficiency. In other words, we design our LED fixtures for a specific purpose. Your application deserves it.

Manufactured in the USA
At LSI we design, engineer, manufacture and assemble LED components within an LSI facility right here in the US.

Rigorous testing
LSI fixtures are rigorously tested in our ETL/UL-certified lab and by independent labs to ensure we deliver quality, performance and reliability.

Efficiency built in
LSI’s intelligence platform utilizes optimal components for system efficiency — directing light to the appropriate vertical and horizontal planes.

Quality from start to finish
LSI uses a state-of-the-art electostatically applied proprietary coating system for an industry-leading finish.

The SLI’s side-lit design allows the hidden LEDs to use our highly efficient reflective white housing as a reflector, making it an ideal optical system for high-angle light. You get the appearance of a fully-lit surface without the visual disruption of a lens or louver. Benefits include:

- No light/efficiency loss
- No collecting of dust or bugs
- Improved airflow to LEDs

LPRT
SLEEK AND SHALLOW DESIGN
goes where other fixtures can’t

Our LPRT is amazingly thin — only 2¼” deep — perfect for shallow plenum applications. Compared to some other fixtures that are twice as deep, the LPRT is an elegant solution when space and style are an issue.
Utilizing LSI’s Crossover® LED technology, we’ve created an interior fixture collection that delivers the best possible illumination in terms of see-ability, visual comfort, aesthetics and energy efficiency. Regardless of your application, we’ve got your LED solution.

SEE YOUR INDOOR SPACE in a whole new light

Illuminate any size space with our ambient solutions

Ceiling height. Room layout. Activity within the space. All are considered when selecting an interior ambient lighting fixture. LSI offers a choice of sizes, mounting options and lumen packages to deliver a uniform distribution of light to create a comfortable environment.

Layer light to create drama and focus

Effective and efficient interior lighting starts with uniform, ambient illumination appropriate for the space. Next, add layers of specialty lighting to enhance key areas for a well-balanced system.

Accent Lighting
Direct consumer traffic to high-margin profit areas. Draw attention to key interior architectural elements and highlight areas where specific work tasks are being performed.

Sign Lighting
Call attention to signage, direct traffic and highlight vertical spaces.

Wall Wash
Highlight vertical wall spaces from ceiling to floor, virtually eliminating the need for ambient fixtures on the edges.
AN INDOOR LED LIGHTING LINEUP LIKE NEVER BEFORE

Attractive. Highly energy efficient. Easy to install. Ideal for most budgets.

At LSI, it is our goal to deliver the maximum number of lumens using the minimum number of watts. Our fixtures deliver tremendous performance. We are able to do this through intelligent design that allows us to use a variety of drive currents, high-performance LEDs, lenses and controls. Our LED fixtures come in a wide range of sizes, lumen outputs and designs to deliver balanced lighting for virtually any commercial, retail or institutional applications.